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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations play an essential role in helping us to understand the physical processes behind relativistic jets in active
galactic nuclei. The large number of hydrodynamic codes available today enables a variety of different numerical algorithms to
be utilized when conducting the simulations. Since many of the simulations presented in the literature use different combinations
of algorithms it is important to quantify the differences in jet evolution that can arise due to the precise numerical schemes used.
We conduct a series of simulations using the FLASH (magneto-)hydrodynamics code in which we vary the Riemann solver and
spatial reconstruction schemes to determine their impact on the evolution and dynamics of the jets. For highly refined grids
the variation in the simulation results introduced by the different combinations of spatial reconstruction scheme and Riemann
solver is typically small. A high level of convergence is found for simulations using third-order spatial reconstruction with the
Harten–Lax–Van-Leer with contact and Hybrid Riemann solvers.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Relativistic jets produced by active galactic nuclei (AGN) play
an important role in the evolution of galaxies and the large-scale
structure in the Universe. However, the detailed physical processes
associated with the energetic interactions between jets and their
environments are not fully understood. Numerical simulations are
a powerful tool to investigate the interactions between jets and their
surroundings, providing insights into how jets couple their energy to
their surroundings, impact the evolution of galaxies and clusters, and
how jet morphology and dynamics are influenced by the conditions
in their local environments.
The development of early hydrodynamic and magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) codes such as the hydrodynamics code de-
veloped by Gull (1976) and based on the Eulerian finite difference
method of Gentry, Martin & Daly (1966), the 2D axisymmetric MHD
code flow (Lind 1987), and the Eulerian finite difference schemes
for conservative Eulerian hydrodynamics proposed by Wilson (1979)
enabled early simulations of various jet processes. Numerical sim-
ulations using these codes included the production of jets from
magnetised accretion discs via the Blandford–Payne mechanism (e.g.
Lind, Meier & Payne 1994), and the kiloparsec scale evolution of jets
(e.g. Norman et al. 1982). Early simulations conducted by Norman
et al. (1982), Wilson & Scheuer (1983), Clarke, Norman & Burns
(1986), Lind et al. (1989), and Martı́ et al. (1997) explored the nature
of jet propagation and improved our understanding of the structure
of radio galaxies. These simulations also provided some important
 E-mail: g.musoke@uva.nl
constraints on the density of AGN jets – they concluded that in
order to reproduce the expanding cocoon morphologies present
in observations, AGN jets must be composed of material that is
underdense with respect to the surrounding environment.
The simulations in Norman et al. (1982) were some of the
first high-resolution hydrodynamic simulations of extragalactic jets.
These 2D axisymmetric simulations recovered features at the heads
of supersonic jets – the bow shock, jet shock, and contact surface,
which were remarkably similar to the basic jet components in the
beam model for extragalactic radio sources proposed by Blandford &
Rees (1974). Improvements in computing performance and computer
memory, alongside advances in multiprocessor computing and the
development of computationally efficient methods for multidimen-
sional problems made 3D simulations of extragalactic jets viable.
Some of the very first 3D simulations of AGN jets were performed
by Williams & Gull (1984) and Arnold & Arnett (1986) at low
resolution.
Continual advancements in computational hardware, alongside
developments in high-resolution shock capturing schemes and tem-
poral and spatial discretization have lead to the increased solution
accuracy of (magneto-)hydrodynamics codes, better shock handling
capabilities, and the ability to run simulations at increasingly high
resolutions. These advancements have lead to the generation of a
variety of modern MHD codes such as FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000),
AMRVAC (Keppens et al. 2003), PLUTO (Mignone et al. 2007), ATHENA
(Stone et al. 2008), and ZEUS-3D (Stone & Norman 1992a,b; Clarke,
Norman & Fiedler 1994, see Martı́ & Müller 2015 for a detailed list of
the available MHD codes). These modern codes are enabling complex
jet simulations to be conducted – from fully relativistic simulations of
AGN jets (O’Neill, Beckwith & Begelman 2012; Guan, Li & Li 2014;
C© 2020 The Author(s)
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Tchekhovskoy & Bromberg 2016; English, Hardcastle & Krause
2016, 2019), to simulations exploring the disturbed morphology
of (M)HD jets propagating in dynamic cluster atmospheres (e.g.
Heinz et al. 2006, 2008; Mendygral, Jones & Dolag 2012; Musoke
et al. 2020) alongside the interactions between jets and substructure
in the surrounding ambient medium (e.g. the interactions between
jets and interstellar clouds; Saxton et al. 2005; Mukherjee et al.
2016).
A major problem faced when simulating jets concerns the vastly
different temporal and spatial scales associated with aspects of jet
phenomena. The formation, acceleration, collimation, and large-
scale propagation of jets, and the feedback and regulation processes
related to AGN activity, all depend on processes occurring on
vastly different scales. This leads to jet processes spanning a large
dynamic range, from process occurring on spatial scales of a few
Schwarzschild radii through to megaparsec scales. The formation
and launching of the jet in the vicinity of the black hole and
accretion disc for example concern spatial scales in the order of
parsecs and smaller. The collimation and large-scale interactions of
the jets as they propagate through the intracluster medium concern
kiloparsec spatial scales, while the processes that govern AGN
feedback can concern spatial scales in the order of megaparsecs or
larger. Furthermore, specific physical processes can play important
non-negligible roles for some evolutionary phases but can often be
neglected in others depending on the precise nature of the system.
For example, magnetic fields and general relativity pertinent to the
magneto-rotational acceleration processes are clearly essential for
modelling jet formation.
The vast number of hydrodynamics codes available today allow
simulations to be performed using different algorithms, each of which
determine how the numerical problem is evaluated. The different
approaches taken in the computations, include changes in the spatial
representation of the fluid states on a discretized simulation grid
and how discontinuities in the fluid flow are handled, alongside
differences in the underlying assumptions used in the calculations.
These algorithms can provide varying degrees of spatial and temporal
accuracy leading to different computational efficiencies and abilities
to resolve features within the fluid flow.
Many numerical simulations of jets presented in the literature
are not only conducted with a variety of different codes, but
also often incorporate different combinations of numerical schemes
within these codes. Different numerical algorithms applied to
the same initial conditions may not produce exactly the same
results.
In this work, we conduct 2D axisymmetric simulations of AGN
jets, to determine the dependence of the jet evolution on the
choice of numerical algorithm. We use the FLASH (Fryxell et al.
2000) code to conduct the simulations. FLASH is a Eulerian finite-
volume, Godunov-based MHD code that utilizes parallel adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR). The algorithms of interest in this work are
the Riemann solvers used to compute the solution to the Riemann
problem at the cell interfaces and the reconstruction method used
to determine the spatial variation of the fluid variables across the
grid cells. Of the different solvers available in FLASH, the 1D-
based Harten–Lax–Van-Leer with contact (HLLC; Li 2005), Harten–
Lax Van-Leer [HLL(E); Einfeldt 1988], Hybrid [use of HLLC and
HLL(E) solvers] Riemann solvers, and the LLF (Lax 1954) solver
are compared. For each solver, a selection of spatial reconstruction
methods are tested. These reconstruction methods determine the
order of spatial accuracy in reconstructing the normal components
of the fluid states at the cell interfaces from the volume averaged cell
states. Second- and third-order reconstruction methods are tested,
which correspond to the MUSCL1-Hancock (MH; see VanLeervan
Leer 1979) method in which the cell states are modelled as linear
functions and the piece-wise parabolic method (PPM; Colella &
Woodward 1984) in which the cell states are modelled as parabolic
functions, respectively. We quantify how the morphology, dynamics,
and energetics of the jets differ depending on the choice of Riemann
solver and reconstruction scheme.
Sections 2–5 introduce key concepts concerning the different
methods employed by a selection of Riemann solvers and spatial
reconstruction schemes. A full description of the Riemann solvers
is beyond the scope of this work and the reader is referred to
Toro, Spruce & Speares (1994), Toro (2009), LeVeque (2002), and
references therein for a full overview. The simulation parameters
and the numerical approach taken are discussed in Section 6. In
the remaining sections, we discuss and quantify the differences in
the numerical solutions introduced by the various combination of
algorithms by comparing the morphology, dynamics, and energetics
of the simulated jets over the course of their evolution.
2 EULER EQUATI ONS
In this work, we assume that the dynamics of AGN jets are dominated
by the thermal plasma rather than the jet magnetic fields. We
therefore take a purely hydrodynamic approach when simulating the
jets.
By neglecting magnetic fields and relativistic effects alongside
fluid viscosity and heat conduction, and assuming a compressible
flow, the evolution of the jet flow is governed by the time-dependent
non-relativistic Euler equations.
The Euler equations can be written in terms of the conserved vari-
ables; the mass density ρ, the momentum u where u = (ρu, ρv, ρw),
u, v, and w are the x, y, and z are components of the velocity,
respectively, the velocity v = (u, v, w), and the total energy per unit




+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0, (1)
∂ρv
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρvv) + ∇P = ρg, (2)
∂E
∂t
+ ∇ · [(E + P )v] = ρv · g, (3)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, which can be calculated
from an external gravitational potential  through g = −∇.
The total energy per unit volume E is the sum of the internal energy








where ε is the specific internal energy.
Equations (1), (2), and (3) represent the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy, respectively. It should be noted that the
above formulation of equation (3) neglects energy loss terms from
radiative cooling.
We close equations (1–3) using the ideal gas equation of state:
P = (γ − 1)ρε, (5)
where P is the pressure and γ is the adiabatic index.
1Monotone upwind scheme for conservation laws.
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Figure 1. Four possible wave patterns in the solution to the Riemann problem for the Euler equations evaluated at the interface between cells i and i + 1. The
solid lines represent shock waves, the dashed lines represent the contact discontinuity, and the group of four thin lines correspond to rarefaction waves. The cell
index i + 1/2 (i.e. along the t-axis in these images) denotes the interface position between the cells. The four states UL, U∗L, U∗R, and UR alongside the wave
speeds SL, S∗, and SR correspond to all the Riemann fans presented but are shown only in Figure (a) for clarity. The half-integer notation on the fluid states (and
the time indices) have been dropped, (i.e. UL corresponds to UL,i+ 12 , similarly for the other fluid states.).
The Euler equations can also be written in conservation law form,
in three dimensions they then read
U t + F(U)x + G(U)y + H(U)z = S(U), (6)
where each suffix represents a derivative, U is a column vector of
conserved state variables, and vectors F, G, and H represent flux











































S is a source term and body forces such as gravity are represented in
this term. The injection of mass, momentum, or energy into a system
can also be included in this source term. In the absence of such terms,
the right-hand side of equation (6) is simply 0.
3 R IEMANN PROBLEM
The Euler equations can be written in terms of a hyperbolic system
of conservation laws. In a one dimension, in a Cartesian coordinate
system and in the absence of source terms this gives
U t + F(U)x = 0, (8)
where U(= U(x, t)) is a vector of the conserved fluid variables and
the flux vector F is a function of the conserved variable vector U
and denotes the flux along the x-direction.






⎦ , F =
⎡




The Riemann problem for the 1D Euler equations is then the initial
value problem given by the following initial conditions:
U(x, t = 0) =
{
UL if x < 0
UR if x > 0
. (10)
At the time of the initial set-up (t = 0), the Riemann problem
consists of two states, described by the conserved variable vectors
UL and UR (where the subscripts L and R refer to the left and right
states, respectively), separated by a common boundary at x = 0. At
t = 0 the boundary is removed and the states UL and UR are allowed
to interact. The Riemann problem is a generalization of the shock
tube problem in which two stationary gasses in a tube are separated
by a membrane (Toro 2009). The membrane is removed and the
gas states interact, generating waves that travel in both directions
down the tube. Solving the Riemann problem for the Euler equations
determines what the resulting waves will be.
3.1 Solutions to the Riemann problem
For purely hydrodynamic problems, the solution to the Riemann
problem consists of a three-wave pattern generated once the boundary
is removed and the states interact. In the x–t plane, see Fig. 1,
this three-wave pattern corresponds to a Riemann fan bounded by
two non-linear waves that are separated by a contact discontinuity
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(contact wave) moving at the fluid velocity S∗. The two non-linear
waves can represent either shocks or rarefaction waves. The two non-
linear waves on the left and right of the contact discontinuity travel
with velocities as SL and SR, respectively.
Four possible three-wave patterns in the solution of the Riemann
problem are shown in Fig. 1. Only a selection of possible wave
configurations are shown – the contact discontinuity can be on either
side of the interface, or the waves can all be on one side of the interface
(e.g. if all waves are supersonic). The wave pattern formed by the two
non-linear waves and the contact discontinuity divides the x − t plane
into four regions; UL, U∗L, U
∗
R, and UR [see panel (a) in Fig. 1], each
of which define a constant state (Mignone & Bodo 2005). The region
between the two non-linear waves, given by the states U∗L and U
∗
R is
referred to as the star region. Within the star region, the pressure, and
the velocity are constant, i.e. p∗L = p∗R and u∗L = u∗R, while the density
(and internal energy) changes discontinuously across the contact
discontinuity: The density on the left of the contact discontinuity in
the region U∗L is then given by ρ
∗
L, and the density on the right of
the discontinuity in state U∗R is given by ρ
∗
R. The states in region
UL and UR simply correspond to the initial left and right states of
the Riemann problem as the waves have not had time to reach these
regions.
Consider the initial state of the Riemann problem in the context
of a discretized simulation domain – the states UL and UR then
correspond to the fluid states immediately to the left and right of the
cell interfaces and the boundary then corresponds to the interfaces
between the computational grid cells. For a given cell with index i the
boundary is positioned at xi+ 12 and the left and right hand states at the
boundary are given by UL,i+ 12 and UR,i+ 12 , respectively (see Fig. 1).
Each interface in the discretized grid then effectively generates a
local Riemann problem, which for each interface then reads
U(x, t = 0) =
{
UL,i+ 12 if x < xi+ 12
UR,i+ 12 if x > xi+ 12 .
(11)
Once the interface is removed at t = 0, the states are allowed to
interact for some time interval t and the solution is advanced in
time to give the new cell averaged states Un+1i using Godunov’s
method (Godunov 1959)
Un+1i = Uni +
t
x
[Fi− 12 − Fi+ 12 ], (12)
where n denotes the time t = tn and n + 1 the time at t = tn + t






Ũ(x, tn)dx . (13)
Here, Ũ is the reconstructed cell averaged state given by a piece-wise
linear, constant, or parabolic function describing the cell state along
x.
The intercell flux Fi+ 12 = F(U i+ 12 (0)) is given by the solution to
the local Riemann problem at xi+ 12 provided that the time-step t
satisfies the Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy (CFL) condition.
The CFL condition guarantees that information is not allowed to
travel across more than one computational grid cell per time-step. In
order to meet this constraint, the time-step t must be small enough
the ensure that the fastest waves on the grid at a given time do not
have enough time to travel a distance of more than once cell length
x. If we denote the fastest wave speed present on grid at some time
t = tn as Snmax, then the CFL coefficient CCFL is defined by





where the time-step t is of a size such that
0 < CCFL ≤ 1 . (15)
4 NUMERI CAL DI FFUSI ON
In Eulerian-based finite-volume hydrodynamic codes, the physical
fluid variables are approximated over discretized grid cells of size
x. The change in various fluid quantities over some evolution
time t is then obtained by computing the flux of the discretized
variables through the cell boundaries during time intervals of
size t. In Godunov-based numerical schemes, the approximate
solutions for these discretized fluxes are obtained by solving the
Riemann problem at cell interfaces, with the initial states on
either side of the interface determined from cell averaged fluid
variables.
As the resulting flux is then itself a discretized approximation to
the physical flux exchanged at the cell boundaries during the time
interval t, there is a truncation error associated with it. Additional
or missing high order terms in the discretized approximation can
appear as an effective viscosity or thermal conductivity (Robertson
et al. 2010). This results in the smearing or dispersion of features
in the fluid flow, i.e. the addition of numerical diffusion. Thus, the
inherent discretization of Godunov-based numerical schemes mean
that they are naturally associated with numerical diffusion. In order
to ensure that the discretized approximation to the physical flux
accurately represents the physical flux, the numerical dissipation
must be kept to a minimum. Methods that add the least numerical
diffusion are therefore the most accurate. The level of numerical
diffusion in Godunov-based codes like FLASH varies depending on
the precise numerical set-up used and is influenced by (i) the cell size
x, (ii) the spatial reconstruction method used to determine the states
on either side of the cell interfaces, (iii) the precise method used to
solve the Riemann problem, (iv) the nature of the flow velocities
being simulated, and (v) the choice of slope limiter (e.g. minmod,
Van Leer, MC, Limited, Superbee – for a full overview of the effect
of slope limiters on hydrodynamic and MHD problems, see Tóth &
Odstrčil 1996).
4.1 Spatial reconstruction methods
Once the original physical, continuous fluid state is discretized, we
obtain a description of the fluid in terms of volume-averaged states in
each cell. However, in order to solve the Riemann problem we must
represent how these states vary spatially across the entire cell in
order to obtain the values of the fluid states at the cell interfaces. The
method used to determine the fluid states between the cell interfaces
is given by the reconstruction2 scheme and can effect the level of
numerical diffusion in the simulations.
In the standard Godunov scheme, the reconstruction method
models the fluid states between the cell interfaces as constant spatial
functions; the cell-averaged fluid states simply correspond to the
fluid state across the entire cell. This reconstruction method is
first-order accurate in space and is termed the first-order Godunov
method. Due to the low order of spatial accuracy, this reconstruction
scheme introduces significant amounts of diffusion to the numerical
solution.
In order to improve the description of these intercell fluid states
higher order reconstruction methods are used, which increase the
2In FLASH, the reconstruction is performed on primitive variables.
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spatial accuracy of the representation and consequently introduce
less numerical diffusion. These higher order methods fit linear,
parabolic, and smooth high degree polynomial functions to the
averaged states at the cell centres in order to reconstruct the
intercell states from the average states at the cell centres and are
second-, third-, and fifth-order accurate in space, respectively. The
linear and parabolic functions correspond to the MH and the PPM
methods, respectively. Smooth high-degree approximations can be
obtained using the weighted essentially non-oscillatory (Jiang &
chin Wu 1999) functions, in which the cell states are defined as
the weighted average of multiple interpolating polynomials. (The
multiple interpolating polynomials result from selecting different
neighbouring cell states over which to interpolate).
5 R IEMANN SOLV ERS
The method used to solve the Riemann problem is determined by
the choice of Riemann solver, each of which has its own associated
levels of dissipation. The most accurate solvers are those that are
the least diffusive, however, they can also be the most susceptible
to numerical pathologies. An overview of a selection of Riemann
solvers is given below in order to highlight the differences between
the algorithms and their associated accuracy.
In the following sections, we drop the half-integer notation i + 12
on the fluid state vectors U used to denote the cell interface positions
for simplicity (e.g. UL ≡ UL,i+ 12 , UHLL ≡ UHLL,i+ 12 U
∗
L ≡ U∗L,i+ 12
and so on). We also drop the time index n on the fluid state vectors
(and the flux vectors, e.g. F) by assuming the problem is evaluated
at t = tn = 0 for the standard Godunov scheme where the cell
interface states are not centred in time prior to evaluating the Riemann
problems.
5.1 HLL(E)
The HLL solver originally introduced by Harten, Lax & van Leer
(1983) provides the simplest approximation to the solution of the
Riemann problem. The HLL solver is based on three key assumptions
as described in Toro et al. (1994):
(i) The four wave patterns present in the exact solution of the
Riemann problem are represented by only a single wave pattern.
(ii) The only waves present in the solution are the two non-linear
waves.
(iii) The a priori estimates of the maximum and minimum bounds
of the wave speeds SL and SR of the non-linear waves are available.
As a result of the first approximation stated, the two non-linear
waves bounding the Riemann fan are treated as shocks. The approx-
imation listed in point (2) above has some important consequences;
the contact discontinuity present in the exact solution of the Riemann
problem is no longer present in the HLL approximation to the solution
and only the two of the three waves present in the exact solution
are recovered. As a result, the states describing the star region U∗L
and U∗R are averaged into a single constant state UHLL. The wave
configuration then corresponds to two waves separated by three
constant states, UL, UHLL, and UR, and the approximate solution
to the Riemann problem on the x/t = 0 axis (corresponding to the




UL if SL  0,
UHLL if SL  0  SR,
UR if SR  0,
(16)
Figure 2. The Riemann fan for HLL solver. The solver recovers only two
of the waves present in the solution to the Riemann problem and represents
these as shocks propagating with speeds SL and SR. The contact discontinuity
is not recovered in this approximation and thus the HLL solver is a two-wave,
three-state solver.
where the constant state UHLL can be constructed from estimates of
the wave speeds SL and SR to give
UHLL = SRUR − SLUL + FL − FR
SR − SL . (17)
It should be noted that equation (17) corresponds to the integral
average of the solution of the Riemann problem over the Riemann
fan (Toro 2009). The flux functions (in the x-direction) FL and FR
are given by FL = F(UL) and FR = F(UR). The corresponding




FL if SL  0,
FHLL if SL  0  SR,
FR if SR  0,
(18)
where
FHLL = SR FL − SL FR + SRSL(UR − UL)
SR − SL . (19)
The wave speed estimates are obtained using a variety of different
algorithms depending on the exact formulation of the HLL solver
used, for an overview of such algorithms see section 10.5 of Toro
(2009). The HLL solver in FLASH is the HLL(E) solver of Einfeldt
(Einfeldt 1988) that differs from the HLL solver of Harten, Lax and
van Leer (Harten et al. 1983) with regards to the computation of the
wave speeds SL and SR.
The HLL scheme recovers only two of the three waves present in
the pure hydrodynamic (Euler) solution to the Riemann problem; the
outermost and fastest forward and backward moving waves. Thus,
the Riemann fans (Fig. 1) are replaced with simpler approximation
as shown in Fig. 2 by resolving/recovering only a selection of
the moving discontinuities (waves) and replacing the intermediate
states that are separated by the unresolved intermediate waves with
an average single state UHLL. The HLL scheme does not retain
the central contact (entropy) wave as it is effectively lost in the
averaging of the intermediate system state, hence the HLL solver is
an incomplete Riemann solver as it does not recover all of the three
waves present in the solution to the Euler equations.
The lack of resolution of the central contact wave means that the
HLL solver does not recover all of the intermediate substructure in
the Riemann fan. This introduces further numerical diffusion into
the system on top of that already introduced through the averaging
process inherent in the discretization. Consequently, the resolution of
shocks, contact discontinuities, shear waves, and material interfaces
in the HLL scheme can be very inaccurate (Toro 2009), as small-
scale flow features are more effectively smeared out as the numerical
diffusion increases. In order to keep the simulated discretized system
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Figure 3. Riemann fan for HLLC solver. The HLLC solver restores the
central contact discontinuity absent in the HLL solver, making it a three-
wave, four-state solver.
behaving as closely to the real physical continuous system on which
it is based, numerical diffusion is therefore required to be kept to
a minimum. The accuracy of a Riemann solver is therefore tied to
the level of approximation used in capturing the correct substructure
in the Riemann fan (Mignone 2007). The most diffusive solvers
are the least accurate, though are typically the most stable. The
choice of suitable Riemann solver is therefore often determined by
the solvers ability to best balance numerical accuracy and stability.
Consequently, the specific choice of Riemann solver may differ
depending on the nature of the problem to which it is being applied.
The problems associated with the lack of resolution of the contact
discontinuity can be addressed by methods that restore this missing
central contact wave, restoring some of the substructure missing in
the approximation to the exact Riemann fan. This leads to schemes
such as the HLLC scheme proposed by Toro et al. (1994) in which
the central contact wave is restored.
5.2 HLLC
The HLLC solver improves the standard HLL formalism by restoring
the central contact wave, and is therefore a three-wave, four-state
solver as shown in Fig. 3. The single averaged state UHLL is now
replaced with two approximate states U∗L and U
∗
R separated by the
central contact wave which is assumed to have constant speed S∗.




UL if SL  0,
U∗L if SL  0  S∗,
U∗R if S
∗  0  SR,
UR if SR  0.
(20)




FL if SL  0,
F∗L if SL  0  S∗,
F∗R if S
∗  0  SR,
FR if SR  0 .
(21)
The fluxes in the star region F∗L and F
∗
R can be expressed in terms
of the constant states U∗L and U
∗
R from the Rankine–Hugoniot jump
conditions (Mignone & Bodo 2005):
SL(U∗L − UL) = F∗L − FL
SR(U∗R − UR) = F∗R − FR . (22)
As the central contact wave is restored in this scheme, the HLLC
solver is a complete Riemann solver regarding the Euler equations.
This is because the approximate wave structure in the resulting
Riemann fan now contains all of the waves present in the solution to
the Euler equations. The inclusion of the missing central contact
wave comes at the cost of requiring additional jump conditions
for the restored wave, thus increasing the number of equations
and unknowns in the scheme (Mignone, Bodo & Ugliano 2012).
Consequently, the HLLC solver is less computationally efficient than
the standard HLL solver. Despite this there are definite advantages
to using the HLLC solver at the expense of computational efficiency.
The HLLC scheme goes a long way in resolving the important flow
features as a result of recovering the central contact wave; the solver
correctly captures contact discontinuities and shear waves, providing
sharper representation of these flow features alongside small-scale
structure which often lacks detail with the HLL solver (Toro 2009).
The HLLC Riemann solver is shown to work robustly for both
hydrodynamic and MHD flows and is found to be superior to the
HLL solver producing less diffusive and more accurate results to
those obtained with the HLL solver (e.g. Toro et al. 1994, Mignone &
Bodo 2005, Kong 2011 and section 10.8 of Toro 2009).
5.3 Roe
The Roe solver is an approximate Riemann solver proposed by Roe
(1981). Like the HLLC solver, the Roe solver recovers all of the
waves present in the exact solution to the Riemann problem. The
key difference between the Roe and HLLC schemes concerns the de-
scription of the wave propagation speeds and average interface state,
primarily concerning how these are obtained (see Toro 2009). In the
Roe formalism, the average interface states (and thus corresponding
numerical fluxes) are obtained rigorously by taking account of the
full characteristic structure of the equations in the computation and
the linearization of the hyperbolic equations is performed in such a
way that the correct wave speeds are preserved. This is in contrast to
the HLL-type solvers that rely on wave speed estimates from a given
algorithm. The Roe solver is the most accurate and least diffusive of
the approximate solvers mentioned and provides the best resolution
of shocks, contact discontinuities, and small-scale flow features. The
increased accuracy of the Roe solver, however, comes at the cost of
computational efficiency and stability.
The low numerical diffusion of the Roe solver means it is more
unstable to numerical pathologies, and thus produces numerical
artefacts far more easily than the other more diffusive solvers. The
Roe solver can generate non-physical solutions such as expansion
shocks in the place of what should be smooth rarefaction waves
(Quirk 1994) and has been known to generate negative densities and
pressures in regions containing large gradients such as those in the
proximity of strong shocks. Numerical artefacts associated with the
Roe scheme include the carbuncle phenomenon, a type of shock wave
instability that leads to the breakdown of a discrete shock profile. The
phenomenon occurs in the presence of strong shocks and causes the
smooth shock profile to develop a pair of oblique shocks at the shock
mid-point, leading to a pyramid or point-like feature upstream of
the shock (Kemm 2018). In hydrodynamic simulations of supersonic
jets, the carbuncle phenomenon unusually appears as an extended
nose in front of the jet along its axis (Quirk 1994).
5.4 Hybrid
The Hybrid solver for hydrodynamics problems appropriately com-
bines the HLLC and HLL schemes depending on the strength of the
shocks (Lee 2013). The HLL solver is only used in the presence of
strong shock fronts that are detected by a pair of pressure-based
and velocity-based shock switches (see Lee 2013; Shen, Yan &
Yuan 2016 and Balsara & Spicer 1999), while the HLLC solver
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is used for all the remaining regions (Lee 2013). This has the effect
of using the diffusive methods associated with the HLL scheme
in regions close to, and along the lengths of strong shocks while
using the less diffusive methods of the HLLC scheme in regions
away from the shock front. This consequently eliminates numerical
artefacts associated with low numerical diffusion in the presence
of strong shocks (such as the carbuncle phenomenon) and avoids
the computation of non-physical system states in regions containing
large gradients.
5.5 LLF
Unlike the Roe and HLL-type solvers that solve the Riemann
problem, the local Lax–Friedrichs (LLF) scheme solves systems
of hyperbolic partial differential equations based on finite central
differences. In this scheme, the flux at the cell interfaces is defined
as the average of the fluxes calculated at the centre of cells adjacent
to the cell of interest (Massaglia, Zurlo & Bodo 2003).
The LLF scheme is obtained from the original Lax–Friedrichs
scheme proposed in Lax (1954), in which the conservative temporal















which can be written as




Fi− 12 − Fi+ 12
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, (24)














where x = xi + 1/2 − xi − 1/2 is the length of the cell and the time-step
t = tn + 1 − tn.
The standard Lax–Friedrichs scheme is extremely diffusive and
produces numerical solutions that are badly smeared unless very
highly refined grids are used (LeVeque 2002). The LLF scheme
introduced by Rusanov (1961) on the other hand introduces less
numerical diffusion and the scheme is obtained by replacing x/t
with a locally (chosen at each Riemann problem) determined value of
the maximum modulus of the characteristic wave speeds at adjacent
cells (Massaglia et al. 2003).
Of all the solvers mentioned in the previous sections, the LLF
scheme is the most diffusive and is associated with the lowest
resolution of small-scale flow features. As a result of the diffu-
sive nature of the scheme, it is the least accurate of the solvers
outlined.
6 SI M U L AT I O N S
6.1 Parameters
All the simulations presented are conducted using the FLASH (M)HD
code (Fryxell et al. 2000) in its pure hydrodynamics mode. Table 1
shows the combination of Riemann solver and reconstruction scheme
used in each run. The simulation set-up and parameters used as the
basis of the numerical study correspond to the 2D axisymmetric
simulation ‘Run 2’ conducted in Reynolds, Heinz & Begelman
(2002), in which the active and passive evolution of a bipolar conical
jet is simulated. The simulations are performed in cylindrical (r, z)
coordinates. We perform 2D axisymmetric simulations in order to
ensure that the jet and cocoon are well resolved during both the
Table 1. Table outlining the different combinations of Riemann solver
and reconstruction method used for each simulation. The first col-
umn gives the simulation name that follows the following format;
solver reconstruction scheme. The second column displays the
Riemann solver used in the simulation. The third column gives the spatial
reconstruction method used, where MH and PPM refer to the MUSCL-
Hancock and piece-wise parabolic method, respectively (see Section 4.1).
The order of spatial accuracy of the corresponding reconstruction method
is given in the final column. Further simulation parameters, including those
used for the jet and ambient medium, are given in Section 6.
Name Riemann solver Reconstruction method Order
HLLC 02 HLLC MH Second
HLLC 03 HLLC PPM Third
HLL 02 HLL MH Second
HLL 03 HLL PPM Third
LLF 02 LLF MH Second
LLF 03 LLF PPM Third
HY 02 Hybrid MH Second
HY 03 Hybrid PPM Third
active and passive evolution, over the full 500 Myr evolution. A
full 3D treatment spanning the dynamic range of the simulations
presented here would be extremely computationally intensive for the
grid resolution that we utilize in this work.
As in Reynolds et al. (2002), a bipolar jet with a total kinetic
power of 5.08 × 1045 erg s−1 propagates through a stratified external









where ρ0 is the core density, rc = 100 kpc is the core radius, and
R = √r2 + z2 is the distance from the origin. We use β = 0.5 as in
Reynolds et al. (2002).
The gravitational acceleration g = −∇ required to maintain
hydrostatic equilibrium in the external medium is then given by
g = − 3βkT
μmHrc
R/rc[
1 + (R2/r2c )] . (27)
Jet material is continually injected into the simulation domain for
50 Myr, after which injection of the jet material is stopped and the
system allowed to evolve passively until t = 500 Myr.
The jet injection velocity is 0.3c, which corresponds to an internal
(relative to the sound speed in the jet material) Mach number of 10,
and the jets are initialized with a 15 deg half opening angle on the
flow. The number density at the centre of the external medium n0 =
0.01cm−3 and the density contrast between the external medium and
the jet η = ρ j/ρ0 = 0.01. The jet fluid is in pressure balance with the
external medium and the adiabatic index γ = 5/3. The simulations
are performed in scaled simulation units. The key units are briefly
noted as follows: one unit of time corresponds to 50 Myr, the unit of
distance is 50 kpc, and the unit of energy is 3.68 × 1044 J. The unit
of speed corresponds to the sound speed in the ambient medium cs =
1 × 108 cm s−1. Given these units, the active phase of the evolution
ends at t = 1 simulation unit and the simulations span a total evolution
time of t = 10 simulation units. The density in the external medium
ρ0 = n0μmp = 1, where mp is the proton mass and μ = 0.6, the jet
density ρ jet = 0.01, the pressure of the jet and external medium is
given by 1/γ = 3/5, the sound speed in the external medium cs = 1 and
the jet velocity vj = 100. The simulation domain spans the region r ∈
(0, 53.46), z ∈ (− 26.73, −26.73) simulation units. The simulations
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Figure 4. Figure showing different levels of grid refinement around a zoomed
in region of the cocoon in run HLLC 03. Only the blocks on the AMR grid,
and not the internal block cells, are shown in this image for clarity. The AMR
grid is overlaid on to a log density map, where red indicates high-density
regions and yellow/white corresponds to the low-density cocoon.
use AMR with a total of 11 levels of refinement. The highest refined
grid cells have dimensions of 3.26 × 10−3 simulation units per side
and the jet radius spans 8 of these cells. Since we only have 8 cells
in the jet radius, we cannot adequately impose radial stratification in
the jet inlet that will lead to a spine-sheath configuration along the
jet axis downstream of the inlet. Radial stratification of the jet has
been shown to impact the stability of the jet, influence the degree of
entrainment of shocked ambient medium, and also impact the large-
scale jet morphology (see Walg et al. 2013 for a full numerical study
of jet radial stratification and references therein).
The AMR grid used in our simulations refines the grid on two
criteria: (1) the second derivative of the pressure and density and
(2) the passive jet tracer used to track the injected jet fluid (see
Section 6.3). The highest refined grid cells are used in the locations
where (1) and/or (2) are high. This ensures that high-resolution grid
cells are placed within the jet, cocoon, and at the contact discontinuity
and bow shock as shown in Fig. 4.
We note that the whilst high-order spatial reconstruction methods
(e.g. second and third order) are available in FLASH, the order of
accuracy of these methods apply only to smooth flows in which
discontinuities are not present. In the vicinity of strong shocks
and discontinuities, the spatial reconstruction schemes are at best
first-order accurate (e.g. see ASC FLASH 2012). Nevertheless
reconstructing the spatial states with higher order reconstruction
schemes reduces some of the inherent numerical diffusion in the
simulation and thus differences are still seen across the simulations
even though their global order of accuracy is the same.
6.2 Algorithms
In this work, we compare the effect of different combinations of
Riemann solver and reconstruction method on the simulation results
(see Table 1). We conduct a series of simulations with the HLLC,
HLL(E), and Hybrid [combination of HLLC and HLL(E)] Riemann
solvers and the LLF solver. For each Riemann solver, we test two
different spatial reconstruction methods – MH (second-order spatial
Table 2. Computational efficiencies for algorithm com-
parison. Wall time for each simulation is given in seconds.
The average time-step size <dt> is given in simulation
units where one unit of time is 50 Myr.
Run Wall time (s) <dt>
HLLC 02 2739.87 2.66 E-6
HLLC 03 3272.05 2.62 E-6
HY 02 2957.58 2.61 E-6
HY 03 3637.93 2.63 E-6
HLL 02 2478.61 2.64 E-6
HLL 03 3177.11 2.63 E-6
LLF 02 2899.34 2.63 E-6
LLF 03 3229.04 2.64 E-6
accuracy) and the PPM (third-order spatial accuracy) methods (see
Section 4.1). We note that simulations using the Roe solver did not
remain stable for the problem being simulated in this work and thus
it is not compared here.
In all the simulations, we use the Van Leer slope limiter, a CFL =
0.3 and the directionally unsplit hydrodynamics solver (see Lee
2013). The simulations are computed on the University of Bristol’s
BlueCrystal super computer on four nodes, each comprising 16
2.6 GHz SandyBridge cores with 4GB RAM per core.
6.3 Cocoon identification
In these simulations, we assign a passive tracer to the injected jet fluid.
This allows us to see how the jet fluid mixes with the surrounding
ambient medium and track the cocoon region during the simulation.
The volume fraction associated with the jet fluid tracer is given
by fj. For all the simulations, we define the cocoon region as the
volume inside which fj > 10−3, where a non-zero value is chosen
to take account of any mixing between the jet and shocked ambient
medium.
7 C OMPUTATI ONA L EFFI CI ENCY
Table 2 displays the wall time in seconds required to complete
9000 time-steps, alongside the time-step size dt in simulation units
averaged over the same time-steps. The time-steps are sampled from
step number 1000–10 000 in order to omit the wind-up period from
the initial small time-step dt = 1.0E−10 simulation units, while
also avoiding any writing to plot files that could interfere with
the wall time measurements. Additionally, during these time-steps
the AMR grid does not refine, as the jet is still within the radius
at which we enforce maximum refinement around the jet inflow
region. The wall time presented should therefore be an accurate
representation of the different computational requirements of the
various algorithms. Table 2 shows that for each solver the wall time
reduces with decreasing spatial reconstruction order. The second-
order spatial reconstruction scheme is typically ∼ 10–20 per cent
more efficient than third-order spatial reconstruction.
The average time-step size <dt> becomes smaller as the order
of accuracy in the spatial reconstruction is increased from second
to third order. Thus, for the simulations using the third-order spatial
reconstruction scheme more Riemann problems are solved over the
course of the evolution. The computational efficiency is more depen-
dent on the reconstruction method rather than the choice of Riemann
solver. Of the combinations tested run HY 03 (Hybrid solver with
third-order reconstruction) is the most inefficient. Moreover, for a
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Figure 5. Log density map showing the evolution at t = 1 simulation unit (end of the active evolution) for the different solvers and reconstruction methods.
The axes and legend are in simulation units (see Section 6). Low-density material corresponds to black and high-density material to white.
given reconstruction method the Hybrid solver is the most inefficient,
requiring the longest wall times.
8 EVO LUTION OVERV IEW
8.1 Active evolution
As the jets begin to propagate into the isothermal β atmosphere, they
drive a pair of upstream and downstream moving shock fronts, the
bow shocks and jet shocks, respectively. The jet shock (Mach disc)
marks the abrupt termination point of the jet. The jet shock acts to
slow the advance of the jet by broadening the jet head, and spreading
the momentum flux of the jet across a larger area. The advance speed
of the jet, governed by the jet thrust, then becomes a fraction of the
injection velocity. Jet material that crosses the jet termination shock
is thermalized and is deflected sideways, flowing back alongside the
bulk flow of the jet and inflating a cocoon of shocked jet material.
Pressure feedback from the cocoon generates a series of regularly
spaced oblique shocks along the bulk flow of the jet.
The bow shock compresses and heats the regions of the external
medium that pass through it, creating a shell of shocked ambient
medium around the cocoons. The strength of the bow shock is mostly
determined by the total power of the jet (e.g. Zanni et al. 2005). The
shocked ambient medium and the undisturbed ambient medium are
separated by the bow shock, while the turbulent cocoon is separated
from the shocked ambient medium via a contact discontinuity. This
latter structure is subject to Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities that act
to destroy the contact discontinuity and mix the shocked ambient
medium of the shell into the cocoon of shocked jet material. The
instabilities are excited by the turbulent nature of the cocoons and
increase in strength as the jet backflow increasingly decelerates away
from the head of the jet. During this phase of the evolution the jet,
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Figure 6. Log density map showing the evolution during the passive phase at t = 6 simulation units for the different solvers and reconstruction methods.
Low-density material corresponds to black and high-density material to white. Axes and legend are in simulation units (see Section 6 for more details).
cocoon and shocked shell are in pressure equilibrium with each
other, but are overpressured with respect to the ambient medium
(e.g. Reynolds et al. 2002).
8.2 Passive evolution
At 50 Myr into the jet evolution (t = 1 simulation unit), the jets
are switched off. The jet-ambient system is then allowed to evolve
passively for a further 450 Myr as in Reynolds et al. (2002) in order to
simulate the relics of dead radio galaxies. More recently, English et al.
(2019) have used relativistic MHD simulations to model the passive
evolution of jets with various kinetic powers, in a variety of different
cluster environments described by the isothermal beta model (see
Section 6). As described in Reynolds et al. (2002), the onset of the
passive evolution immediately results in the disappearance of the
jet termination shock. The channels excavated by the bulk jet flow
collapse and disappear due to the absence of the oblique shocks
within the bulk jet flow.
The advance speeds of the cocoon slows due to the absence of
ram pressure from the jets and the velocities of the backflow reduce
as the cocoons are no longer replenished by the shocked supersonic
backflow created by the jet material crossing the terminal shock. The
contact discontinuity between the cocoon material and shocked shell
of external medium becomes unstable to Rayleigh–Taylor instabili-
ties once the deceleration of the contact discontinuity does not exceed
the local gravitational acceleration of the atmosphere (Zanni et al.
2005). Once the cocoons establish a rough pressure balance with the
ambient medium this condition for stabilising the contact discontinu-
ity against the Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities is no longer maintained
and the contact discontinuity becomes Rayleigh–Taylor unstable.
The bow shock begins to weaken following the onset of the passive
evolution, as it is no longer supported by the jet thrust. The profile
of the bow shock becomes increasingly spherical in shape as it is
no longer actively driven by the jet. The shocked shell decelerates
and the bow shock eventually weakens, and begins to propagate at
subsonic velocities through the ambient medium, transitioning from
a shock to a sound/compression wave. This subsequently reduces the
compression of the ambient medium that passes though the shock.
Following the cocoon establishing pressure balance with the ambi-
ent medium, the cocoon rises in the ambient medium as it is buoyantly
unstable due to its inertia and high entropy. The surrounding shocked
ambient medium begins to recover a new hydrostatic equilibrium
and the dense ambient medium begins to settle back into the centre,
reforming the dense core region of the atmosphere. The returning
dense ambient medium squeezes the regions of the cocoon closest
to the centre of the atmosphere, eventually pinching the cocoon into
two separate plumes of low density and higher entropy compared
to the surrounding ambient medium. Ambient medium previously
entrained by the cocoons continues to be carried along by the plumes.
The plumes continue to entrain ambient medium as they rise due
to the cocoon vortices. These vortices drag surrounding ambient
medium into the plume bases, while strong eddies produce wispy
structures at the plume bases.
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Figure 7. Log density maps showing detailed cocoon structure at t = 1 simulation unit (50 Myr) for different Riemann solvers and reconstruction methods.
The axes and legend are in simulation units. The colour scale is in simulation units, the dark colours correspond to low density, and the light colours correspond
to high density.
9 MO R P H O L O G Y
The log density maps in Figs 5 and 6 show the effect of changing
the Riemann solver and reconstruction method on the large-scale
morphology of the jets at t = 1 simulation unit (50 Myr, the
end of the active evolution) and t = 6 simulation units (passive
evolution). The columns in Figs 5 and 6 correspond to the different
Riemann solvers tested and the solvers are roughly ordered in
terms of the diffusivity of the solver, with the least diffusive solver
on the left (HLLC) and the most diffusive solver on the right
(LLF).
For simulations using third-order spatial reconstruction (top row),
the differences in the cocoon and jet morphology are negligible for
the Riemann solvers considered. For the simulations conducted with
second-order spatial reconstruction, the large-scale cocoon structure
is similar for the Riemann solvers tested, however, the small-scale
structure within the cocoon becomes less well resolved as the
diffusivity of the Riemann solver increases. The differences in small-
scale structure within the cocoons are more clearly seen in Figs 7 and
8 that show a zoomed in views of the cocoon and a Schlieren plot of
the density (e.g. Keppens et al. 2012 and Hughes, Miller & Duncan
2002), respectively, at t = 1 simulation unit (50 Myr). The small-
scale turbulent features of the cocoon and the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instabilities at the contact discontinuity are less sharply defined in the
most diffusive simulation, LLF 02, compared to the least diffusive
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Figure 8. Schlieren plot of the density at t = 1 simulation unit (end of the active evolution). The figures show the small-scale density structure in the shocked
shell of ambient medium, the cocoon, and at the contact discontinuity for each run. Axes are in simulation units (see Section 6).
simulation HLLC 03. This is due to the fact that the larger numerical
diffusion of run LLF 02 in the subsonic regions of the fluid prevent
the sharp resolution of shear and tangential waves, which results
in the absence of a significant amount of the small-scale structure
(e.g. see Mignone & Bodo 2005). Furthermore, fewer of the weaker
shocks within the shocked shell of ambient medium are present in
the most diffusive simulations (HLL 02 and LLF 02, see Fig. 8).
Increasing the grid resolution of run LLF 02, for example, would
better resolve the small-scale structure in the cocoons/shocked shell
such that they represent those in run HLLC 03. However, increasing
the resolution would be less computationally efficient compared to
using a less diffusive solver with higher order spatial reconstruction.
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Figure 9. Top: mean cocoon length. The cocoon length is averaged over
both sides of the bipolar source. Bottom: total cocoon mass. The axes of each
figure are shown in simulation units (see Section 6). The grey vertical dashed
line indicates the time at which the jet is switched off and begins the passive
phase of its evolution.
1 0 J E T DY NA M I C S
The cocoon lengths averaged over both sides of the bipolar jet are
shown in Fig. 9. During the active evolution the average differences
between the propagation lengths of the cocoons for all simulations are
negligible – The jets in all the simulations travel through the ambient
medium with average advance speeds (averaged over both sides of the
bipolar source) in the order of 0.01c, while the bow shocks advance
into the ambient medium with external Mach numbers (relative to
the sound speed in the undisturbed external medium) of ∼3 during
the active evolution of the jet.
Following the Sedov expansion phase at the very start of the
passive evolution, the advance of the cocoon head slows and the
bow shocks in all the simulations transition to subsonic prop-
agation velocities in the order of 10−3c due to the absence of
ram pressure from the bulk flow of the jet. These propagation
velocities remain roughly constant for the duration of the passive
evolution. Though more variation in the average cocoon length
(see Fig. 9) is seen between the runs towards the end of the
passive evolution, all runs are in agreement at around the 10 per cent
level.
1 1 C O C O O N PA R A M E T E R S
Fig. 10 shows the volume-averaged cocoon/plume parameters. The
ratio of the cocoon to ambient pressures (top left-hand panel of
Fig. 10) gives a measure of the average strength of the shock driven
into the external medium (Zanni et al. 2003). The shock strength is
roughly the same for all combinations of Riemann solver and recon-
struction method simulated. Following the initial pressure increase of
the cocoon pressure at the very beginning of the active evolution, the
cocoon pressure quickly adjusts to the ambient pressure as seen by
the falling pressure ratios in Fig. 10. After the jets are switched off,
a rough pressure balance between the cocoons and external medium
begins to be established at around t ≈ 1.6 simulation units (80 Myr).
The volume-averaged specific entropy s = p/ρ5/3 is displayed in
Fig. 10. The specific entropy presented is normalized by the entropy
of the injected jet material, which has a value of 1293 simulation
units. The entropy in the cocoons is increased due to shocks, and
jet material that has crossed the jet termination shock can be of
considerably high entropy compared to the entropy of the injected
jet material, thus the cocoon entropy is largest during the active phase
of the evolution. Once the jets are switched off and the terminal jet
shock and internal shocks along the bulk flow dissipate and the
cocoon entropy begins to drop due to the absence of the shocks
and also due to the continual entrainment of lower entropy ambient
medium into the cocoons/plumes (Reynolds et al. 2002). During
the active phase of the evolution, the variation in specific entropy
between the runs is driven by the strong shocks within the bulk flow
of the jets and in the cocoon backflow.
11.1 Cocoon Volume and mass
The total cocoon volume is displayed in the bottom right-hand panel
of Fig. 10. The cocoon volume rapidly increases during the active
evolution due to the constant energy injection and the supersonic axial
and radial expansions of the cocoon. During the active jet evolution,
the cocoon volume is in excellent agreement for all simulations.
Following the onset of the passive evolution, the cocoon volume
begins to diverge at t ≈ 4.2 simulation units and continues to do so for
the remainder of the evolution. During the late stages of the passive
evolution, the cocoon volume differs by as much as 20 per cent at t =
10 simulation units for the different combinations of reconstruction
schemes and Riemann solvers simulated. Simulations with second-
order spatial reconstruction typically result in a smaller cocoon
volume at a given evolution time towards the end of the passive evo-
lution, and display more variation in the cocoon volume for a given
Riemann solver. The simulations conducted with third-order spatial
reconstruction on the other hand are in better agreement, differing by
less than 10 per cent during the final stages of the passive evolution.
The cocoon mass as a function of evolution time is displayed
in Fig. 9. Material in the shocked shell of ambient medium is
significantly more dense than the material injected by the jet, thus
its entrainment in the cocoon/plumes has a significant effect on the
mass. The cocoon mass for the various runs starts to diverge as
soon as the jet is switched off and begins the passive phase of its
evolution. During the passive evolution the cocoon mass varies by at
most ∼15 per cent for the different combinations of reconstruction
scheme and Riemann solver used.
1 2 E N E R G Y PA RT I T I O N I N G
As jets begin their active evolution into the ambient medium, the
injected jet energy is converted to the internal and kinetic energies
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Figure 10. Volume-averaged cocoon parameters and cocoon volume (in scaled simulation units, see Section 6). Top left: ratio of the volume-averaged cocoon
pressure the pressure in the external medium averaged over the corresponding cocoon volume. Top right: cocoon density. Bottom left: Volume-averaged cocoon
entropy normalized by the entropy of the injected jet material. Bottom right: Cocoon volume. The grey vertical dashed line in each figure indicates the time at
which the jet is switched off and begins the passive phase of its evolution.
of the external medium and cocoon and ambient medium. The
internal and kinetic energy of the ambient medium increase as
it is compressed and heated by the expanding bow shock. The
potential energy of the external medium increases as regions of the
external medium are displaced higher up in the potential well of the
atmosphere by the advance of the bow shock, while the increase in the
potential energy in the cocoon arises largely due to the entrainment
and subsequent transport of ambient medium.
At the onset of the passive evolution, the absence of support
from the jet thrust slows the advance of the bow shock, cocoon,
and shocked shell of ambient medium. Consequently, the kinetic
energy of the shocked shell falls sharply. For the cocoon, the absence
of the large velocities associated with the active jet mean that the
high backflow velocities are no longer sustained and the cocoon
kinetic energy also decreases. During the Sedov expansion phase in
the early passive evolution, the cocoon/lobes are still overpressured
and with respect to the ambient medium and therefore continue
to expand, continuing to drive the bow shock. (Reynolds et al.
2002)
Following the Sedov expansion phase, the plumes enter the
buoyant phase of their evolution (Reynolds et al. 2002). The plumes
slowly accelerate, rising in the atmosphere and increasing their
kinetic energy. As the plumes rise they drag the surrounding ambient
medium in their wake and entrain significant amounts of this material
at their bases, lifting it higher into the potential well of the atmo-
sphere and increasing the potential energy of the plumes. The bow
shock weakens and the shocked shell of ambient medium expands,
decreasing the pressure and consequently the internal energy of the
shocked shell, as it attempts to recover hydrostatic equilibrium. The
kinetic energy of the external medium begins to increase, though at
a much shallower rate than that in the active evolution, as the plumes
rise dragging ambient medium in their wake and the remnant bow
shock broadens, increasing its spherical profile and encompassing
larger regions of the surrounding ambient medium. As the ambient
medium is continually lifted in the wake of the plumes the potential
energy of the ambient medium also increases.
In order to study the effects of the choice of algorithm on the
energetic properties of the simulations various energy components
pertaining to the cocoon, ambient medium, and the entire grid are
computed using as follows:





p dV . (28)





ρυ2 dV , (29)




ρ dV . (30)
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Figure 11. Clockwise from top left: Total internal, kinetic, and potential energy on the grid as a function of evolution time. The time at which the jets are
switched off is indicated by the vertical dashed grey line at 1 simulation unit (50 Myr) in each of the images. Axes are in simulation units.
where C, E, and G correspond to the volumes comprising the cocoon,
external medium, and entire grid (cocoon+external medium). The
cocoon region is defined using the jet tracer fj and is given by the
volume inside of which fj > 10−3 (see Section 6.3). The external
medium is defined as the regions in which fj ≤ 10−3.
The internal Eint, kinetic Ekin, and potential Epot for the
cocoon, external medium, and the entire computational grid are all
referenced from their values at initialisation, such that E = E(t) −
E(0).
The total internal kinetic and potential energies on the grid during
both active and passive evolution are displayed in Fig. 11. During the
active phase of the evolution, the simulations typically agree within
5 per cent for the grid internal, kinetic, and potential energy. During
the passive phase, the differences in the grid energies becomes more
apparent and the grid energy components can differ by ∼13 per cent.
The cocoon internal, kinetic, and potential energies are displayed
as a function of evolution time in Fig. 12. The dependence of
the cocoon energies on the Riemann solver is minimized for the
simulations with third-order spatial reconstruction (the solid curves
in Fig. 12). The jet tracer-based numerical definition used to define
the cocoon region is particularly sensitive to the degree of mixing
between the surrounding ambient medium and the jet material,
and the level of numerical diffusion in the simulations. Thus, the
simulations with second-order reconstruction typically show more
variation in the cocoon energetics (as much as 30 per cent for the
cocoon kinetic energy for example), particularly during the passive
phase of the evolution.
The internal, kinetic, and potential energy of the ambient medium
alongside the ratio of the total cocoon to total ambient medium
energy as function of evolution time are shown in Fig. 13. During the
active evolution, the internal energy of the ambient medium increases
linearly with evolution time and is marginally larger for simulations
with second-order spatial reconstruction.
The external energy components of the simulations using third-
order spatial reconstruction (solid curves in Fig. 13) are typically
in better agreement for the different Riemann solvers used during
both the active and passive phase of the evolution. The second-
order simulations with the least diffusive solvers (runs HLLC 02 and
HLL 02) are in closer agreement to the simulations using third-order
spatial reconstruction. For the Riemann solvers tested, more variation
in the external energetics of the system is present for simulations with
second-order spatial reconstruction, particularly for the internal and
potential components of the external medium throughout the passive
evolution.
1 3 S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
Similar large-scale jet, cocoon, and shocked shell morphologies are
produced with third- and second-order reconstruction schemes for
a given Riemann solver. However, the third-order reconstruction
methods provide better resolution of the small-scale features, turbu-
lence, and shocks. Furthermore, for a given reconstruction scheme
these small scale features are more sharply resolved with the least
diffusive solvers; the HLLC and Hybrid Riemann solvers, though
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Figure 12. Cocoon energies. Clockwise from top left: cocoon internal, kinetic, and potential energy as a function of evolution time. The time at which the jets
are switched off is indicated by the vertical dashed grey line at 1 simulation unit (50 Myr) in each of the images. Axes are in simulation units.
the dependence of the resolution of these features on the choice of
solver is less significant than the dependence on the reconstruction
method. The less diffusive solvers are therefore the most efficient for
a given grid resolution in highly resolving the small scale features in
the simulations and spread these flow features over fewer grid cells
for a given reconstruction order. The more diffusive solvers would
likely produce results similar to the HLLC and Hybrid solvers at the
cost of increasing the grid resolution. The sharper representation of
small scale features obtained with the HLLC and Hybrid solvers,
however, comes at a cost of computational efficiency as for a given
reconstruction order these solvers are the most time intensive.
The simulation results typically highlight a tendency for the
temporal evolution of the parameters presented to be grouped by
reconstruction order rather than favouring any clear systematic
ordering in terms of solver. Hence, the solutions are more dependent
on the reconstruction order used rather than the choice of solver,
at least for the combinations of Riemann solver and spatial recon-
struction schemes that are used here. Furthermore, the sensitivity
of the solution on the reconstruction scheme is minimized as the
reconstruction order is increased, and results obtained with third-
order reconstruction are the most comparable across all the solvers
tested. Converging behaviour between different Riemann solvers
with increasing grid resolution alongside increasing convergence
rates between the solvers with increasing reconstruction order has
been noted by Mignone & Bodo (2005). The similarity of the
solutions obtained, is typically within 10 per cent, for all quantities
computed for simulations with third-order spatial reconstruction,
and more-so for simulations with the HLLC and Hybrid solvers. The
latter indicates a high degree of convergence between the HLLC and
Hybird solvers. Thus, results obtained from suitably highly resolved
simulations are likely to be produce comparable results, even with
some of the more diffusive solvers.
That the least diffusive solvers obtain a sharper representation of
the flow features alongside displaying both an increased intensity
and a more numerous shock distribution are similar conclusions to
those reached in Massaglia et al. (2003) regarding the effects of the
exact Riemann solver, Roe, HLL(E), and LLF solvers with second-
order reconstruction methods on simulated jets. We have extend the
analysis presented in Massaglia et al. (2003) to a different set of
solvers and across a selection of reconstruction methods using the
FLASH code. We quantify the differences in solution for the large
scale morphological and dynamical properties of the jets, and for
the energetics across both a passive and active jet evolution. In
agreement with Massaglia et al. (2003), we find that during the
active phase for a given reconstruction method the difference in
solution due to the choice of Riemann solver is typically small for
many of the quantities presented. Significantly, more variation in the
computed quantities is seen across the different simulations during
the passive phase of the evolution. This is particularly the case for
the simulations in which second-order spatial reconstruction is used,
however, these differences are small, with variations typically smaller
than 20 per cent for the majority of the computed quantities.
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Figure 13. External medium energies. Top left: Internal energy. Top right: Kinetic energy. Bottom left: Potential energy. Bottom right: Ratio of the total cocoon
energy to the total energy in the external medium. Axes are in simulation units.
We find a high level of convergence for runs HLLC 03 and
HY 03. However, since we find that the Hybrid solver is the
least efficient of the Riemann solvers tested we choose to use
the HLLC solver with third-order spatial reconstruction for our
future work. All the combinations of Riemann solver and spatial
reconstruction scheme presented here are in very good agreement
for both evolutionary phases and therefore the different schemes
can be used interchangeably and directly compared for the type of
problem simulated, provided that the grid is suitably resolved – it is
important to note that the simulations presented are conducted with a
high level of grid refinement. Simulations conducted at lower levels
of refinement may show significantly more variation for the different
combinations of Riemann solver and spatial reconstructions used.
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